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Product Description
Wholesale quality discount Professional Digital Hair Straightener. Burning® is
Professional Digital Hair Straightener manufacturer and supplier in China. This
Burning KJ-305 is a hair straightener.
Achieve flawless straight styles with the KJ-305flat iron. Double Ceramic
technology provides a higher ceramic content for even heat that’s gentle on
hair, with anti-frizz control for silky smooth styles. Extra-long plates and high
220℃heat let you create smooth, straight styles fast. Five heat settings offer
the right temperature for your hair!

Burning KJ-305 hair straightener Parameter (Specification)
Product name Hair straightener

Professional Digital Hair Straightener
Burning is located in the World Famous Manufacturing
City--Ningbo. Burning specializes in designing and
manufacturing Professional Digital Hair Straightener.
Since founded in 2010, Burning has been a
professional OEM and ODM for multiple brands in
Europe and North America, providing them with hair
straighteners, hair curlers, hair driers, and other
products.
Burning possesses a significant number of elites with
rich experiences and technologies in this industry.
Besides, Burning pays great attention to personnel
training and team building. Equipped with advanced
testing instruments and a testing room, we can ensure
our products maintain high quality from raw material
sourcing to various manufacturing stages and final
inspection and testing. In addition to the complete
equipment, our company has been improving and
optimizing the manufacturing process and production
technology, thus guaranteeing product quality and
controlling the manufacturing cost, thereby, we can
offer more favorable products of higher quality to our
customers. We are dedicated to offering high-quality
products and excellent services to maintain and
promote the brand image of our customers. Because
of our excellent OEM services, we have gained a
good reputation from our customers.
Model:KJ-305
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Item model number KJ-305

Material Aluminium alloy, ceramic

Heat setting 180℃ to 230℃

Color Customized

Product Dimensions 36*11.2*5.5(CM)

We welcome domestic and foreign merchants to discuss cooperation and seek
common development. Our value is striving to produce the safest and
healthiest electrical appliances of personal care for the world and build the
most reliable brand for our customers. Our hope is to provide more
opportunities for our partners, employees, and shareholders to fulfill their
dreams.


